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deadline, extended one hour

PAULINE ACH
Voice Assistant Editor

Much to the delight of panicked
seniors, the deadline for I.S. was
extended from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday. "We extended the deadline to allow people to go to the
memorial service for Professor
Gulden," said Registrar Glenn Davis. He went on to explain that
Office Services was closed from 3
p.m. and that although the registrar intended to close, they never
got around to iL
The annual "I.S. March" from
Kauke to (he Underground was delayed from 4 to 4:30. It was not
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delayed until 5 like the deadline
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cause "We had only had the Underground until 6:30 and by delaying
the march until 4:30 we allowed
people to have the time to spend
there but also allowed the people
finishing at the last minute to join
in the festivities," said Dean
Yvonne Williams.
Serial number 0409 was given at
5 o'clock but the registrar's office

actually accepted I.S.'s until
around 5:20 because "there were
people here who wanted to turn it
in," said Davis.
However, one student said that
he turned his I.S. into the registrar's office at 6: 10 p.m.
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Jubilant seniors cheer durring the annual I.S. parade. (Photo by Jamee Tanner)

"If they came in Tuesday- - they
got marked with the date and the
time," said Davis.

'

The registrar does not listen to
excuses and they simply accept
late I.S.'s. "They are duly recorded

Wooster community mourns
loss of Professor Guldin

as being late and the departments
do what they will with that. This

KIM DOUGLASS AND
JENN SPILBURg
Last Wednesday evening, March
20, at Wooster Community Hospital, sociology professor David
A. Guldin died following a prolonged battle with cancer. A

State University. He was an outstanding athlete in high school and
college, and his rebounding record
in basketball at the College of
Wooster still stands.
He was a member of Wooster
United Methodist Church, and was
involved in numerous community

ed

memorial service was held

Monday afternoon in McGaw
Chapel.
He is survived by his wife Nancy, three children, his father and
stepmother, and a brother.
Guldin was a 1964 graduate of
the College of Wooster, and re

'

outreach programs, including
Neighborhood Outreach. Council
of Ministries, Citizen's Justice
Center Board and cancer support
groups geared toward all age
groups.

Guldin continued teaching a full
course load until spring break,
with the aid of an electric microphone, due to his failing health.
According to Bob Blair, chair of
the sociology department, "David
sensed that this his death would
happen soon. The way he planned
Crime and
it was to team-teac- h
Delinquency. So I'll take over that
class. He requested that an emeritus faculty, Atlcc Stroup, return to
Wooster to teach his social psychology class."

see Guldin: page 3

does not include people laic on
Monday."

SGA colls for ne w election

of president, treasurer
AMY HOLLANDER
Voice Editor

ceived his master and doctorate degrees in sociology from Ohio

well-attend-

i nay

The Student Government Association has decided to hold a new
election for the positions of treasurer and president. Voting will
take place this Wednesday from 5
to 7 p.m. in Lowry and Kitircdge.
The names of the six candidates

who initially completed petitions
for the positions will be included
on the ballot.

'

Amy Dana, Robb DeGraw and
Tim Powers are the candidates for
president with Suraj Dudhoria,

Ju-lian- nc

Prcxta and Rachel Tansey
running for treasurer. Candidates

have the option of withdrawing
their names from the ballot.
The results of the original election for the remaining SGA cabinet positions as well as the Campus Council
"members
were declared valid by the SGA.
"The new election for the two positions results from recommendations by a special committee composed of General Assembly members that investigated the controversy surrounding the initial election.
In an attempt to avoid fulher
complications with this new clcc- at-Iar- ge

see

SGA:

page 3

NEWS

Guldin: "Our lives disoriented by the loss"
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

Those classes which Guldin was
scheduled to teach next semester
will be taken over by other members of the sociology department.
The popularity of Guldin's classes was evidenced by the
waiting lists at the
ning of each semester. At the
time of his death. Guldin was
teaching SO students and advising
eleven seniors on their independent
studies.
Cathy Gallagher, one of his advisees, says. "He's one of the best
teachers I've ever had. I think everyone who knew him would say
that they respected him and liked
him a lot. My LS. could not have
ever-prese- nt

been the same without him. It's
really sad that hell never get lo see
the final copy. When LS. was
getting me down, his enthusiasm
was enough for both of us."
Says Blair. "If I had to come up
with an epitaph. I would say. He
knew himself What I mean by
that is that from the beginning of
his teaching career to the present,
he knew that his gifts were in the
areas of teaching and community
service, and he did these very well;
he never pretended to do anything
else."
Guldin had many
friendships with members of the
Woostcr community that had roots
long-standi- ng

"

in his undergraduate days. Gordon

Collins, professor of psychology.

of Guldin.

"Dave took courses from me.
and we talked about what it was
like to teach at Wooster. He
turned out to be a better teacher
than any of us had hoped. I was
Dave's mentor when he was in
college. Those roles became reversed when he came back to
teach. The best that I can say
about David is that he was my
hero and my friend."
Collins stresses not only Guldin's personal attributes, but his
professional abilities as well.
"His unselfish nature was brought
out in almost every part of bis
life. He read I.S. drafts when other professors would refuse. He
would meet students in times and

places that were unusual. There
are faculty in this business who
don't like students, because they
feel they are an encumbrance; he
genuinely liked students."
For the last fifteen years, one of
the more unique programs in
which Guldin took part was a
seminar entitled "Death and DyingLife and Living." which he
with geology professor
FrcdCropp. The last seminar was
held less than four weeks before he
co-taug- ht

died.
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Says Cropp," When be called
me to say goodbye, he said he just

wanted to talk about how meaningful this seminar had been. He
was able to see if he could live
what we talked about in the

SPECIAL TO THE VOICE

Suff Writer

er's individual bias can still effect
the job search process.

Steven Maier

lecture he will review the evidence

linking psychological stress and
psychical health and how the nervous system is aiTcctcd by behavior and pychological occurences.
Maier lecture, which is free and

open lo the public, will take place
on April 2, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Lean Lecture Room of Wishart
Hall.

200-50- 0
summer camp positions available
Referral
Staff
Services provides a network of camps, now
hiring, from "the keys" to Wisconsin-MinnesotOne application reaches all camps. Applications available at the student
employment office or call
a.

1-800-53-

1

co-sponsor- ing

race-biase-

Classified
3-4645.

On Thursday, April 4th the Career Development and Placement
Office and the Office of Black Student Affairs arc
a
"catcgorizablc" identification?
program about the effects of disDiscrimination in the job search crimination on students throughprocess and in employment pracout the application, interviewing
tices reaches everyone.
and employment process.
While companies do what is reA special guest speaker. Tamra
quired to train their recruiters, illeAllen, a 1986 graduate of Woostgal and discriminatory interview cr. will address the issues from the
perspective of a current human requestions and practices still occur.
While women might not be asked sources professional. Allen is curas openly if their marital status rently working as an Employee
will afreet their work, interviewers Relations Representative for the
still might glance at a woman's Federal Mogul Corporation.
.hand to find evidence of an engageThe first discussion of the program will be about "Equal Opporment ring.
might
tunity Employment and AffirmaWhile African Americans
d
tive Action: the Basics and the Renot be asked blatantly
by
questions, there is the example of alities" and will be
a man being asked "How docs it Fred Dugan. the College's Director
feel being the token black on a of Personnel.
As Dugan states, "Does true
predominantly white campus?"
Even if an interviewer doesn't EEO exist anyplaceAbsolutely
like the fact that a male applicant not! There isn't a single person
has his ear pierced or has long who will not sooner or later colwith and be injured by
hair, there are ways to not hire that i lide head-operson without ever directly stat- unfair employment practices. ...
ing why. Legislation and stricter There are so many ways that deviguidelines are being drafted to curb ous people can commit covert and
these practices and allow redress or overt discrimination that the
possibility of Congress or the
by job seekers, but an interview
Have you ever been discriminated against on the basis of your
race, creed, sex, national origin,
sexual orientation or any other

)

ties

of teacher, friend and

commu-

nity leader. These sentiments are
perhaps best expressed by Cropp
when he says, "I think I speak for
all his friends when I.say that for
the moment, our lives are sort of
disoriented. He taught us a lot in
both the way he lived and in the
way he died."

-

MICHAEL DITTMAN

Phi Beta Kappa's Visiting
Scholar program sends thirteen
distinguished scholars to one hundred college and universities annually 10 enrich intellectual life and
to stimulate an exchange of ideas.
The College of Woostcr's turn
comes Tuesday April 2. Thai's
when psychologist Steven F. Mai-e- r
will give an illustrated lecture
on "Stress. Coping, Health and
the Immune System."
Maier, the editor of Learning and
Motivation, has taught at the University of Colorado at Boulder,
since 1973. He has researched the
relationship between stress and biological functions. During the

course. He did."
Next Wednesday night, April 3,
at 7:30 p.m., the seminar will be
held in Babcock lounge, and will
be taught by Fred Cropp and Guldin's wife Nancy. It will be an extra celebration of the life of David
Guldin.
It goes without saying that Guldin will be missed in the capaci-

Wooster grads speak on
discriffiination on' the- fob

Phi Beta Kappa scholar
addresses stress, health
Voice

was a teacher and friend

co-prcscn-

n

lcd

courts ever being able lo adress
them all is remote."
The second part of the program
will be a small group discussion
facilitated by both Tamra and Kay
- Schwcrtzlcr. an . 87. graduate and
. .cunicnUy Branch Manager of Central Trust in Woostcrl The discussion group will be asked to share .
their personal perspectives of discrimination and will have the
chance to ask questions about how
to deal with, on a personal level,
discrimination when actually faced

with it.
This discussion will be in the
Room and is
Luce
limited to 25 people (sign-u- p
sheets available at Lowry Front
Desk beginning Monday, April
Multi-Purpo-

se

1st).

At 6:30 p.m. in the Faculty
a
Lounge, CD&P will
program entitled The Hiring Process: Handling Discriminatory Interview Questions and Practices."
This program will primarily
look at how distake an
co-pres-

in-dep-

ent

th

crimination

manifests

itself

through the interview process and
examine methods to combat it.
This session will be followed at 7
pjn. by a reception sponsored by
The Undergraduate Assistant

Blue Highways author

i

to speak at Wooster
NEWS SERVICES
Special to the Voice

William Least

author of the

Heat-Moo-

best-selli-

the

n,

Blue

ng

-i-

roads in blue ink.
The book is a wonderful mix of
trip narrative and anecdotes about
all the people he converses with
along the way. Many of these individuals are illustrated in photographs taken by the author.
In the dust jacket introduction to
the book, the late Pulitzer
author Robert Penn Warn
ren wrote, "Least
has a
genius for finding people who
have not even found themselves,
exploring their lives, capturing
their language and recreating little
(or big) lost worlds or moments.
In short, he makes America seem
new, in a very special way, and its

--

i,:..

Highways, will speak at the College of Wooster on April 4 at 8: 15
p.m. in Scheide Music Center's
Gault Recital Hall. His lecture,
"American Lands: Exploration and
Survival," is free and open to the
public.
After losing his job at a Missoun
(the
ri college, Least
translation of the tribal name in
his mixed blood) set out with a
few essentials in a van to follow
the tracks of various ancestors and
people new."
to write a book about America.
takes
Highways,
is
Currently, Least
That book. Blue
its name from the vintage Ameri- - : Writing a book about Kansas to be
published in the next year.
can highway maps that traced
main routes in red ink and back
Prize-winni-

ng

fill

Heat-Moo-

Heat-Moo-

'

Heat-Moo-

Eileen Miller, chair of the scholarship committee of the Women's Advisory Board (left) listens along
with scholarship winners Carrie Yuen and Maria Theophilis as Kelli Holmes explains the operation of
some of the broadcast equipment in the WCWS studio. Holmes is also a scholarship recipient, (photo

n,

by Matt Dilyard.)

.

NEWS SERVICES
Special to the Voice

after Graduation"

. ties about their futures at and

.

t

Next Wedaedajc Apri3.
Women's Resource Center Is sponsoring "Choices After Graduation"
at 7 p.m. in Luce
Room. The program is designed
to discuss job and educational options for students with input by
several members of the faculty and
staff. Also, the event will allow
students to come together and
share ideas, fears and opportuni- Multi-Purpo-

se

be- -

--

The Women's Advisory Board at
of Wooster will hold

the College

lion, publicity is limited to one
poster per candidate in each stairwell in Lowry and one poster
Mailings and ads in
publications are forbidden. SGA
members only will staff the polls.
Members of the special committee will serve as the election committee which will oversea the
election process. The com-mitwill also investigate possible changes in election guidelines.
The committee reported that its
initial goal was to decide if the
elections were accurate and just
and not just consider violations of
guidelines. Committee members
also reported that no one person or
event was responsible for the confusion but that the "problems were
in-Kiltre- dge.

.

en-li- re

te

Center for the Arts. Another feature of the event will be a chiln
dren's corner where
English stories will be read for
well-know-

young children.

Tickets are $12.50 for adults and
$5.00 for children 12 years old and
younger. The tickets may be pur8
chased from Carol Briggs at
264-809-

or Mike Miller at
Lowry Center is located on the
east side of Beall Ave. between
Wayne Ave. and University Sl
262-545-

2.

FAPvCASr AUDIO

routed in the bylaws."

1

States, as well as several other nations, and include persons majoring in art, religious studies, economics, psychology and communication studies.
This.year;s brunchwill featurea
variety of traditional English treats
including scones, trifles, muffins,
waffles and chasse. Surprisingly,
many of the items are low in cho-

'
"
'
yond Wooster.
their English Mayfest benefit
Studpnjfiespecially st& encour-age- d .brunch, iii the Lowry Student Cento bring resources', such as ter on Sunday, May 19, from
sample resumes and applications, 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 pjn. The prowith them to the program. These ceeds from this annual event go towill allow participants to draw inward awarding scholarships to lesterol.
sights from one another and to women students at the College.
Pianists and a harpist will peracform
during the brunch, as well as
highlight possibilities for upcomRecipients during the current
ing months and years. The event ademic year are from the United student dancers from the Wayne
is open to the whole campus

SGA: Committee to investigate
changing election guidelines
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

.

Women's Advisory Board to host Mayf est

WRC sponsors "Choices
SPECIAL TO THE VOICE

e-w

The committee did cite procedural and candidate violations of
guidelines. SGA was in violation

of procedural guidelines when

can-

didates involved were not present
at a meeting in which the decision
was made to remove their names
from the ballot because they advertised in the Pot without prior
permission.
Not giving presidential candidate
DeGraw. written permission for
his all campus mailing was also
found to be a procedural violation.
However, the removal of flyers
from student mailboxes was seen
as a move to perserve the integrity
of the election and not as favoring
a particular candidate.
The removal of the flyers from
student mailboxes was incomplete

222 W. Liberty St.,
(216)

Quality

mittee.
The intergrity of the election
was not compromised due to an.
extension of the deadline to allow
some candidates to complete their
petitions. All petitions were initially turned in on lime but all of
them did not have 100 signatures
after the duplicate names were discounted.

The commiite found all candidates were given an equal opportunity to complete to petitions.;

Actions of Cabinet members'
particularly President Jennifer Belmont were found to not be in violation of any bylaws.

44691

61

Audio and Video Equipment

Hi-- Fi

Yamaha

JVCRotel

Home Speakers
.McNeill
Polk Audio
Quality Autosound Systems

Quality

and one of Tansey's posters was
also found in the mailroom. Both
occurrences could have jeopardized
the election, according to the com-

Wooster, Ohio
264-21-

Yamaha

Hi-- Fi

Pioneer

JVC

Hifonics

"We do our own installations."
Repair of all brands of stereo equipment
Complete line of audio and video accessories
including Maxell and TDK tapes
10

off items not already discounted

with College of Wooster ID
e
Quality Is Not Expensive
Far East
9:30AM-7:00Py
Monday-ThursdaHours:
Friday 9:30AM-9KX)PSaturday 9:30AM-5:00PAudio-Wher-

M

M

M

...
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VIEWPOINTS
Seniors celebrate IS;
underclass faces
registration fears

Love in a time of AIDS

the ones who, first of all, have no '
idea what we want to major in.
(Do not fear, howevcr.wc have narrowed the decision down to only .
half of the majors offered here at
Woostcr).
e
sign is the
The second
obvious look of confusion that
sweeps over our faces when friends
inquire. "What arc you taking next
semester?" That look is to mask
the sense of utter panic that we
feci because wc really don't know.
Docs that sound like anyone out

KITAMU BARNFIELD
Voice commentator

Welcome back!

Hey, it's spring everyone. The
time when seniors arc all done
with I.S. and looking forward to
grad school or work or marriage
etc. The rest of us, undcrclasspco-plare plagued with the exciting
yet terrifying task of fall course selection.
Now. for those of you who have
your lives planned down to a tec.
(from classes to cosmetics, to expected cash flow after graduation,
not to mention cost, color, and location of the condo). this will be
simply a matter of scheduling-makin- g
sure that "Underwater
docs not coincide
with the "Insects in our World"
class you have been longing to
take. For you, this should be a
fairly easy and manageable task.
There are some of us. however,
who. despite all outward appearances, are thoroughly confused
about the whole process. We're
c,

there?

Well, no matter how indecisive,
bewildered, or panicky any of usf
may get. there is still hope- - music
please- - ADVISORS TO THE
RESCUE! These arc the people
who know all the answers (?) and
the ins and outs of the registration
ordeal. They should be able to
help you; but you'll never know
unless you go and talk to them.
Next Saturday is the BIG day, so
contact those advisors so that they ;
can help you prevent extending
your Woostcr experience (lovely as
it is) to an unnecessary five years. -

1

Basket-W-

eaving"

XT
JB Typewriter Service

&

lay dead.

At first it was just another freak
show. An alien nightmare. Like
radon gas or desert famine or death
squads, too many voices told that
AIDS was someone else's mortal
worry. It has taken me years to realize that believing those voices
was the real danger. And like
much of the rest of world, AIDS
has taught me how to mourn.
Conventional wisdom says that
death is loss and a cause for great
sadness. To a point this is true. I
think of the faces of women and
men. the faces of children initiated
into this strange ritual when the
people they loved came home
from war in caskets. I think of
the man doubled over in anguish
on the remains of an Iraqi bomb

tell-tal-

..."

shelter. Within', his whole family

HANS JOHNSON
Voice Viewpoints Editor

I THE IV-P-

THt

But death is also a great teacher,
and it is in this capacity that I
have cpme to understand it
through the AIDS pandemic. I
cannot keep calling AIDS only a
crisis or a contagion. For this ignores the collateral factors," the
daily struggles people face in coping with its ravages and rebuilding
our lives in its aftermath.
My definition of AIDS includes
the nights I stayed up worrying
with friends, the sweaty-palme- d
trips when they've gone to get
tested, the wait for results, the enduring uncertainty. Included are'
g
of prejudiced
the
officials, the marches, the news of
eviction notices and the absence of
care. AIDS means obituaries in
the New York Times and the
finger-pointin-

ES7Wtj

knowledge that my life goes on.
There is a point when feeling
pain and anger in solitude is no
longer an alternative. It is at that
crucial point that I realized my
mourning is political. I do not
mean political as in campaigns
and unkept promises. I mean in
the sense of a will to change.
From the isolation comes a desire to share. From the anger, a
commitment to love and to combat fear with information.
For too long I never knew what
. power lies in weeping together
with others. Now I am learning
how empathy empowers each of
us, .With this awareness, I feel
whole new possibilities.. .awaiting
our response.
The cure is not beyond us somehow. The cure is within us, in
our lives and in our love.

2
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Sales

Authorized Service For
SMfTH CORONA

IBM'SWINTEC
ADLER

Supplies For

COPIES 40

IBM'BROTHER
ROYAL'S W1NTEC

812X11 WHITE
345-7408-

- 5:30

9- -

SMITH CORONA

5

PANASONIC
CANON'AND MORE

Daily

2 Saturday

Now is the time to

I

Voice Open Forum

I

2522 Cleveland Road
Wooster, Ohio 44691

start thinking about

Summer travel plans.

There will be an open forum for comments on the Voice at 1 1 on '
Tuesday, April 2 in 127 Kauke. The Voice editor and members of the
publications committee will be available to respond to community
feedback.

Flair Travel Consultants Inc.

346 E. Bowman Street

Passover Celebration

(near McDonalds)

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
CALL (216)
For all your travel needs

264-650-

Registered Ohio Travel Agent TA0305

5

The annual Passover Celebration will be observed by a campus Seder or dinner marking
the exodus of the Israelites from Egyptian bondage.
It will be held at the Wooster Inn April 3 at 5 p.m.
Students $5
$6.50
To register or if you have any questions please contact Professor Root.
Non-studen-

ts

March 2
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Commentary

Hypocritical Oath on Drugs

Being politically correct
PAULINE ACH

Sometimes I take the quotes for
Voice Assistant Editor
the "Speak Your Mind" feature.
In one of their December issues, There have been tunes that people
Newsweek's cover story asked: "Is have not wanted to answer the quespolitical correctness .the , New tion and not (or some .trivial reason,
' '
McCarthyism?"
;
like their hair was dirty or ihey
This week Time ran a similar .would look horrible in the. photo
story. They labeled a section (although there are people who re- "News from the PC front" The fuse for that reason),
word "front" has the connotation
I have had people refuse because
that political correctness is at least they are afraid to have their picture
somewhat militant in nature.
in the paper next to their opinion.
It is a little too easy to look at When I was asking the question
these articles and think that Woost- - "Should women be drafted?" one
er doesn't do that. These are radical man refused to answer the question
schools and the militant image of and said, "No way, I won't answer
political correctness is created by a that in the paper with my picture,
conservative news media.
they will come after me." However,
However, when I really thought there was one man who appeared in
about it, I realized that although the column and who said that
"politically correct" is not as com- - women should not be drafted. Upon
mon a buzzword as it is on other seeing. this several of my friends
campuses, the idea of what sTioald said Uiingyiike""pror mari" or " I
and should not be said is prevalent can't believe he jiad the nerve to
In the March 1 issue of the have that in print." The implication
Voice, I wrote a commentary enti- - was that this man was going to be
tied, "Does the Peace Movement persecuted for his opinions.
Really Promote Peace and Under-- There are several questions I have
standing at Woostcr?"
but I am probably a long time from
There is no doubt that there were getting any answers. "Why do pco-scveral people that disagreed, with pic think ihat people will be perse- me.
inc cm- - cuiea ior expressing, eur ppiniunA s
fo!38w,ir1g'swkJcVp
afraid td'xprCSs'an .
the
tor
"opinion?"
"Is
it really so difficult to
greeing with my commentary
The people' who wrote have eve- - disagree without attacking people
ry right to disagree with me and I personally?" "Is it really so hard to
respect their opinions. As overused respect someone else's opinion?." "Is
as the phrase is, "I expect them to it impossible to disagree but discuss
respect my opinion." I am not ex- - the issue and try to gain an under-pecte- d
to feel persecuted for having standing of the other side?
Unfortunately, because
I am not saying that I am not
opinion.
an
actionyof
people
guilty of some.jjf these things. I
one or two
of the
"'
am.
that is how I felL
However, I do think it is possible
I do not mean to pick on the
peace group. They simply started and necessary for all of us to learn a
little tolerance.
me thinking.
cucrs

j-ivei.vnc.i-

diyale'pofIe

This may be the best read column I've written all year. After'
all, it concerns the topic of drugs,
something which many students
find interesting, even if it's not
personally relevent to their lives.
To be frank, I have never publicly discussed my views on drug
use, though it's not due to any

f

1

Inside Out
'

(gc

c S'.

&

'

Upside Down
William Van Cleave

lack of opinion on my part. Rather, it's for the reason that many of us fear open discourse on the subject:
the fact that what we jay may be taken to mean what we do.
Let me open, then, by putting any rumors and allegations to rest: OF COURSE I do not drink or smoke;
nor do I take in illegal substances. These statements are for the official record and people who may have differing opinions of my drug history should keep quiet about it.
With this in mind, I am not going to propose that we outlaw the consumption of alcohol; nor am I going
to propose that we legalize marajuana.
What I would like to discuss, however is an all loo present image: politicians who sit back in their leather
chairs downing dry martinis or bourbons, smoking their pipes, imported cigars or cigarettes, and talking
about the horrors of marajuana use.
Let's look at things realistically for a minute. If we presume that marajuana use is destructive and kills
brain cells, aren't we being a tad hypocritical to suggest that alcohol and cigarette use isn't, at the very least,
equally damaging? Numerous studies show alcohol and cigarettes to be addictive, and the alcoholics and
smokers in America far outnumber abusers of illegal drugs.
Many people, the aforementioned politicians included, will tell you that marajuana is far more destructive
all, it's illegal, isn't it? But that's just the point. Alcohol was (remember studying or
than alcohol-aft- er
living through prohibition?) and is still illegal to those people who arc under the age of 2 .
But why have we selected the age of 21? More ironically, cigarettes, in most states, cannot be sold to children under sixteen. Why 16? To protect our children, I suppose. After all, after you have passed these ages
you arc a responsible, fully intelligent and independent young man or woman who is capable of making your
own decisions. Decisions like whether to become an alcoholic or not, whether to become addicted to cigarettes, whether to give others the negative side effects of your smoking, whether to destroy your family,
whether to destroy your liver, or your lungs. All of these "decisions" (many of which arc not decisions at
ajl) arocojiqectfid to typiubsjans w,hich are entirely legal to consenting Americans. Yet marajuana, which
is not currently associated with any serious ailments, must oc carried arouno in muc zipiut uaKs, stutu;
hidden in bureau drawers, and sold in hushed whispers on street comers (or dorm rooms).
I am not arguing that we should legalize marajuana. But I do think that we should consider seriously the
repercussions of a hypocritical stance which expressly forbids the dangers of marajuana while justifying the
formidable dangers associated with alcohol and cigarettes. Isn't the message we send to our youth. then, that
"serious" drugs are heinous evils, while alcohol and cigarettes are acceptable?
Personally, after reading all the studies, I think if I toked a little weed every Friday for the rest of my life,
before-dinnI'd be far happier (and healthier) than if I smoked three packs of cigarettes a day, or if I had three
'
drinks and four or five afterwards.
1
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FEATURE
Wooster's endowment: about
$40,000 behind each student
ANN SCHMITZ

purchase

Voice Staff Wrher

cific department funding as is
sometimes specified by the indi-

In a recent survey the College
of Woostcr was ranked fourth in
the size of its endowment per student as compared to other colleges
included in the Great Lakes College Association. As of June 30,
1990, Woostcr students have over
$40,000 behind each of them.
Some of the money that makes
up the endowment is donated by
corporations but the majority of it
comes from individuals and foun-

viduals who donate funds.

dations.

William Snoddy. the
of Financial Affairs, ex-

Vice-preside- nt

plained that although the principle

of the endowment exists in the
form of investments which cannot
be spent, the interest from these
investments is a part of the College's income.
The primary use of the endowment income goes toward financial
aid but some also is used for professorships (faculty salaries), the

Voice Staff Writer

The Jewish Student Association
(JSA) is holding its annual model
seder for Passover on Wednesday,
April 3. Held at the Woostcr Inn.
the model seder will begin at 5
pm. This traditional ceremony
will serve Passover foods for dinner. There will be readings from
thcTorah.
The celebration marks the exodus of the Israelites from Egypt.

ACADEMIC COMPUTER COMMITTEE (students Tom Taczak and Joe Phillips):

of library books and spe-

Although Snoddy stated that
there is always a need for more
money, the Woostcr administration appears to be pleased with the
size of its existing endowment,
which has increased by 2 million
dollars a year for the past several
years.

Committee Description:
The Committee on Academic Computing is responsible for evaluating the academic computing system of
the College, specifically with regards to the Academic Computing Center, making recommendations to the
pg. 12).
appropriate bodies as necessary" (Scot's Key 88-8This committee, composed of the Vice President of Academic Affairs, faculty members, and two student
representatives, considers the College's policies with respect to academic computing, including concerns about
adequate computing facilities for students and faculty, the maintenance of the current computer facilities on
campus, the expansion of computing facilities so that future needs can be met, and operation of the Academic
Computing Center. These policies and recommendations are discussed and debated at approximately three to
four committee meetings a semester; subcommittee meetings may occur as needed.
Semester I Report:
Semester I considerations included a staff search for two positions at the computer center; computer network
cap
ing on the campus; BitnetIntcmct for the library; grants for new computers; upgrading of
ability; College policy on new computers (should the College strongly encourage students and faculty to pur
chase their own computers?); and computerization of the library.
ACADEMIC STANDARDS COMMITTEE (students Qaisar Imam and Matt Frankcl)
Committee Description:
This committee is responsible for advising certain academic policies like the base line G.P.A. level that
students must acquire to not get on academic probation. It also advises about decisions on rcadmission of stu
dents who apply for rcadmission and also advises the Dean of Faculty on decisions regarding the withdrawal of
students of academic basis only.
When fulfilling this advisory role, the committee takes into considerations various aspects of students' academic records. These can vary from the recommendations of faculty to the personal letters of concerned students. The committee also advises certain steps that it wants the students to undertake in order to achieve a
certain objective. This can include regular counseling with the college psychologist or frequent meetings
with a Dean's staff member.
CULTURAL EVENTS COMMITTEE (student Paul Wexlcr):
Committee. Description:
. ,
The Cultural Events Committee at the College allocates funds in support of other groups' activities. Most
of the Cultural Events Committee funding for this year has already been allocated, and possible decisions for
next year have already begun.
The forum scries is one of the few speaker forums that docs not utilize C.E. committee money.
EDUCATIONAL POLICY COMMITTEE (students Amy Felix and Amy Dana)
Committee Description:
Faculty legislation describes EPC as The committee shall share the responsibility for the development and
implementation of the educational policy of the College, including the curriculum , with the President, the
Vice President for Academic Affairs, and the Dean of Faculty." Members include the President, the Dean of
of Academic Affairs of
Faculty (chair), six faculty and two students One student shall be the
the SGA and the other appointed by the General Assembly of SGA;'' Irm ?cwii. . vri j
u
:
' '
' 4
'
Committee Report:
The committee is looking at the viability of an Asian Studies program at Woostcr.
EPC reanalyzed Sophomore Seminar program.
majors.
and
Considering the course and credit loads among departmental,
This is to ensure sound curricular principles in the departments.
Invited departments to participate in curricular reviews for long range academic planning.
--New courses have been approved in sociology and political science.
Considering the viability of international relations as a departmental major.
Investigating the feasibility and desire of a "servicevolunteer component" in the Woostcr curriculum.
9,

:

mini-comput-

Snoddy also said that the size of
the endowment docs have a direct
impact on the quality of education .
that students receive. The college
income is composed of student
fees, working gifts and the endowment and the larger the endowment is the less need there is to

draw from the other two sources.
However, Snoddy pointed out
that tuition size is not always directly related to the endowment.
Many of the institutions that have
larger endowments also have larger
tuitions as well.

JSA holds annual
seder for Passsover
SUSAN BERRY

SGA FACULTY COMMITTEE REPORTS

The purpose of the evening is to
celebrate the personal 'triumph of
freedom from oppression.
Beginning Monday, April 1
there will be flyers giving addition
al information about this evening
posted in various locations around
campus.
This Saturday. March 30, the
Woostcr Kncsscth Israel temple is
also having a model seder for
Passover. The program starts at 6
pm.

Men's Intramural Softball
The men's intramural department would like to
announce that rosters for spring so ft ball are due

Wednesday, April 3.
Roster and waiver forms can be picked up from
the bulletin board downstairs in the P.E.C. The
season will start Sunday, April 7, with games
on Sunday through Friday afternoons. Rosters
should be mailed either to Coach Moore
in the P.E.C. or Erik Brown
(c-126- 0).
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Services mark religious celebrations
The service will provide prayer
for all of those who have suffered.
It was organized by Tim Anderson, Sister Margaret Harig, Erika
Poethig, Kathy Ault and Beth
Garrison.
The Jewish Student's Association-will
observe the week long
Passover holiday on April 3. A
model seder or dinner will be held
at the Woostcr Inn. The exodus
of Israelites from Egyptian bond

AMY LAM BO
Voice Stiff Writer

There are various religious
events planned for this weekend.
A Good Friday prayer service will
be held at noon in McGaw Chapel
today. The theme of the service
will be "Comforting the Women
of Jerusalem."
The service will deal with cur-reinstances of suffering including the lives lost in the Gulf.War.

nt

.

age is the main
of the
event. It will be open to the public.
Newman Catholic Student Association will hold an Easter Sunday
brunch at 1 1:30 a.m. Senior Tom
Turriff will be preparing the food.
At 8 a.m. on Easter Sunday,
Westminster will conduct a sunrise service on the roof of McGaw
Chapel. The regular Easter service
will be at 10:45 a.m. in McGaw.

fus

-

Students share

.

Videophone Technology

The Travels of Philip

The Actions and Experiences of
British Women during W.W. II

.

I wanted to write a creative LS. but being a history
major I had to find a way to make it acceptable to the history department My main interests are Chinese history
and international relations so I wanted to incorporate
both into my creative LS. I picked the Middle Ages as
my time setting because I liked that era of history. Europe was just rediscovering China at that time, so I was
able to look at the beginnings of relations between the
countries. I wrote the travel guide of a man named Philip
who left for Asia in the twelfth century and was never
heard from again. It is based on other travel guides of
men such as Marco Polo and on factual information of

hated most of my IJS. experience, but I loved my
topic. The Actions and Experiences of British Women
during World War II," and I'm still excited by it. I'm convinced that my LS. topic chose me, not the other way
around. I spent the second semester of my junior year in
England, studying at the University of Sussex. One day,
I wandered into a London bookstore and randomly bought
a book to pass the time on the tube. It was a collection
of memoirs written by British and German women who
lived through the Second World War and it began my obsession with World War II. Every time I turned around
after that, I discovered another reminder of this war that I
had always dismissed as uninteresting before. The more
time I spent traveling; especially when I visited Germany,
I became convinced that I had to write about the experi.'i-,;-- .;
.
ences of civilians during the wari
.
I also knew that I did not warn to just write about. .
broad historical trends or government policies." I conceit- - ;
I

experiences

I. S.

.

I am a communications major, and I am interested in
technology. My senior LS. focused on the future diffuc
videophone technology into our sociesion of
ty. A primary survey analyzed ownership of technologies. The top and bottom twenty percent of the
icsjjuiiuuils iccci vixj a mxuiiu sui vcy
bp, it ques
tions about whether they would purchase a videophone
and how they would feel about a loss of privacy associated
with it
I hypothesized that those who owned the most innovations would be much more likely to use a videophone
than those who owned the fewest, regardless of privacy
concerns. Interestingly, ownership of other new technologies didn't correspond with a desire to purchase this technology. The average responses on a standard scale were
about the same for the top and bottom innovator groups,
and privacy was a major concern across the board, meaning that mere innovativeness with other products does not
mean that people will purchase an innovation that intrudes upon their lives too much. For instance, both innovator groups expressed a much greater desire to pur- - .
chase a videophone if it came with a switch to prevent the
picture from being transmitted.
Doug Fowler
Communications
fiber-opti-

1

Europe and Asia.
I loved the topic of my LS. but I admit that at times
the research was frustrating because of all the little details
I needed to make the journal seem more realistic. I also
had more than my share of computer problems.
LS. was a good experience, and I am glad I did it. I
.
:, learned a lot about Chinese and European history and
about, the beginnings of relations between countries. Part
of the purpose behind my LS. was looking at how Europe's misconceptions of other peoples dominate their international relation policies. Many of the men who traveled to China in the Middle Ages never saw what China
was really like because what they expected to see clouded
.

..
.

trated on the actual experiences of ordinary women working in war factories and in the military. Ever since I was
six and my mother started reading me biographies of varie
ous famous Americans for
stories, I have been
fascinated by how historic events affect and are affected by
the people living through them. Without really meaning
to, I choose an I.S. topic, which reflects that fascination.
bed-tim-

their vision.
Sometime I would like to work more on my journal
some more. It is not a finished project, but a well started

Claire Prucher

Jennifer Pope

Young Adults Seek
Place in Church

"

I wrote the national offices of a variety of churches,
administered a campus survey to 500 students, and interviewed a random group of 30 College of Wooster students in my attempt to understand the lack of young
adult involvement in the church. As a young adult
planning a career in the ministry, I am extremely interested in the relationship between the church and people
of this age group (18-2- 9 year olds).
Through my research, I found that much of the speculation surrounds this issue which blames young adults
for the situation because we are too "lazy," "rebellious,"
or "irreligious" without considering that the church rarely provides us with compelling means for expressing
our faith. I was disappointed to find that the church as a
whole often fails to take young adults and our needs seriously and seldom offers a ministry that addresses our
unique spirituality. My LS. was created with the purpose of correcting some of the misunderstandings the
church has concerning young adults and encouraging the
church to work harder at developing a vision of ministry
that recognizes the importance of its young adult membership.
Barbara L. Bena
Religious Studies

History

Let's have fun!

As a Spanish major. I wanted to get away from the
"standard" literature LS.- - partially because I wanted to do
something different and mostly because literature review
has never been my .tup of tea."!. Since, my first Spanish o
(
class in seventh grade, I have always loved Spanish and
have always tried to observe closely what I liked and did
not like about my prospective Spanish teachers. This
idea meshed with my desire to be a teacher myself (I am
currently in the Teacher Education program and will graduate with a 2 Spanish certificate ). and produced my
interest in Applied Linguistics and the teaching of foreign

Faces of Terror
While horror might not be everyone's cup of tea, my
interest in it led to my Independent Study "The Faces
.'of Terror: A Survey of Contemporary Horror Literature." After reading over ten novels, I have discovered
that terror and horror may utilize any vehicle (ourselves,
technology, outside forces like vampires). Three levels
of fright may be produced: terror, horror and the gag
reflex. Terror is the anticipation of the horrible, horror
is prois the actual encounter with it, and
duced by gory details. Shorter novels often work best
since the horror is not watered down by unending details. Believability is also a central factor (readers must
be convinced that the horror is real and identify with the
events andor characters) in producing a frightening
novel. One novel I would highly recommend is Anne
Rice's Interview with the Vampire.
Christine Keim
English

--

K-1-

gag-refl-

languages. I reviewed different theories and
"methodologies" for the leaching learning of a second
language and decided which parts of them agreed with
what I had observed in 10 years as a Spanish student (not

to mention 1 12 years of French here).
In addition, I looked at twelve different text books on
the market today to see how they met my goals of communicative competence and oral proficiency. These two
both have to do with the speaker's ability to convey the
intended message in the target language. I based my critiques on a set of criterion that I devised, founded upon
the different theories of language acquisition that I had
studied.
Using these critiques, I created a conception for what I
considered to be an ideal Spanish textbook, one that
sought to develop communicative competence and oral
proficiency. In reflection of my love for Spanish and my
desire to impart that love to my potential students, I
named my textbook "jDivirtimonos!" (Let's have fun!)
Tom Turriff
Spanish

1

ex

ATTENTION:
nhnut that time again
Committee is starting
The Student Activities Board- - Musical Entertainment
.
to plan the annual "Party On The Ureen" ceieDration ana neeas your neip.
If you are interested in joining the committee, please contact Lori McNeely,
Tt
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Exultant
Seniors
Celebrate

I
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Relieved seniors rejoice in the third
annual I.S. March this past Monday. Most of this year's seniors
walked from Kauke Arch down Old
'
Main and on to the Underground
where an LS. Celebration occurred.
The celebration was sponsored by
the Dean's Staff and was highlighted by free beer and refreshments fa-al-l
seniors wearing their 'IS. serial number butons." Prizes for the
first and last projects turned in,
won by Peter Craig and Hank
Moore respectively, as well as others were given out and many advisers and students relaxed together in
a truly exultant atmosphere. Other
seniors meeting we :uu aeaaiine,
out not arriving m time ior ine
4:30 start of the march, later joined
in at the festivities at the
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Congratulations Seniors!
1

s

Pictured upper left are Ben Miller and
Mark Kosmos (photo by Dan
Stefaniuk). Jen Belmont (lower left)
expresses her feelings about finishing
I.S.(photo by Dan Stefaniuk).
Leading the March behind drummers
(center) are Elissa Sch wartz and Juliana Davis (photo by Krista Hicks).
John S wartz hugs adviser Walter Zur-k- o
(upper right, photo by Krista

Hicks), while Professor Gordon Tait
takes on a "different look" for the
March (center right, photo by Dan
Stefaniuk) and Sam Dandar reflects
upon his LS. experience (lower right,
photo by Jamee Tanner).

March 22, 1991:
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Footlights presents live

I

action radio comedy

"The Adventures of Nick Chance.
. So to prevent any rioting which
Detective,"
This
might ensue, remember to stay
World's Deadliest
action-filled
drama will take place tuned to WCWS until midnight
Editor's Note: The following Is
submitted by the comedy troupe in Shoolroy Theatre at 3 p.m. and when we present (drum roll here)
"The Best of Foodiehts!"
Yes
Footlights.
will also be simultaneously broadfolks, the evening you've been
Remember the radio dramas of cast live on WCWS. 90.9 FM.
Tickets will be available free of waiting for - two full hours of
the thirties and forties? Of course
original radio comedy, with no
Nevin
you're
only
college.
charge at the door, although scalnot,
ing is limited. This orgasmic music to get in the way of our stuertheless, as distinguished members of the student body at the evening of excitement is brought pendous humor! We like to pat
College of Woosicr, you will have to you by WCWS Radio and the . ourselves on the back, somebody
theatre department
of the Col- has to.
the opportunity to experience a relege.
So remember, that's "Nick
vival of this dead art form as memWe know that for some of you Chance" at 8 p.m. and the "Best of
bers of our exclusive studio audirowdy and diehard fans, this fantasence.
Footlights"
at midnight
reminisOn this Friday evening,
tic,
event will not be TONIGHT! Don't forget to tell all
cent of these programs of yester- enough. That's OK though. We. ' of your comrades as well, in case
year. Woos tor's only radio comedy considerate FooUighlers
2bejneg1ct to read this silly arti-troupe Footlights will present
SPECIAL TO THE VOICE
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Miller to perform

at Mom's tonight
SURAJ DUDHOR1A
Voice Staff WHit
Bill Miller, an American Indian

singersongwriter, will be

per-

forming in Mom's Truck Slop
this Friday as part of the Spotlight
Showcase series. Bill combines
his contemporary acoustic music
with a series of
fe
gems to create a fresh,
original sound that celebrates the
triumph of the human spirit.
Miller's past composes the backdrop for his lyricism, pouring out
as a synthesis of song, voice and
instrument that originate not only
from his visions of the contemporary world around him. but also
from those of his ancestors that
roam within.
Miller performs regularly around
the VS. and sometimes Europe,
performing at colleges, festivals
and clubs. His debut album entiSons
tled Bill Miller-Nativ- e
released on his own label.
story-oriente- d,

slice-of-li-

Windspirit Music, and received
critical acclaim. Like Steve Earle
and John Hiatt, he makes a compelling musical statement that is
distinctively his own. Miller's
voice is expressly eloquent and reminds one of James Taylor with
the spirit and punch of John Cougar Mellencamp.
Miller's Mohican heritage and
the lessons he learned from his
grandfather while growing up on
Indian
the Stock bridge-MunsReservation in Central Wisconsin
are at the heart of his captivating
songs.
"What I try to do with my music is reveal the environment I
grew up with, the streets, the
poor, about making it happen for
the struggle is to find
yourself
dignity in the suffering of life,',
says Miller. "Being poor toughens
you for the harder things." he
says. "You get closer to yourself."
Perhaps that is why his songs are
so accessible.

Cleveland Orchestra Tickets
Tickets are now on sale for the Cleveland Orchestra performance at
McGaw Chapel, Sunday, Aprii.7. atA00,pjn JJw prices, ruqXogXKor
Lowry Center front desk. '

Goliard Magazine
magazine of writing and visual art
The College of Wooster's home-grow- n
is on sale now! Look for our tables and Kittredgc during mealtimes.
A iPhotos, plays, poems and stories by students you know! !
:

.
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or more on your

Save up to 50

The exact same lenses your doctor ordered 'at ivholesale prices.
Oar lov prices lets yon SITE OP TO 50 CP. NOCK I
YES... we can
Lenses as lov as $14 per pair. ..no clnbi to Join
you up to
save
...no hassles. ..no giaalcks. Host lenses shipped
50
and more on
S.

to 70a within 24 hoars via fadtral Express
all
an name brands
are 100 CUAIAHTKIDISlapl y call in
Doctor's
-- jndudin new
naae and phone nuaber(or address) using our toll
"disposables".
hours-- 7 days) Our optician
free nuaber belov.(24
your,
will contact your Doctor for voa and obtain
24
prescription. ( verification is required to ordr) TODAY!
7
F.
STAKT SATIHC BOW! OIDKK
(lASfl lnt C.O.D. 1ti fire k1ppf9 and Insurance!)
I
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Applications for companion program
director. First Year Directory and
Trustee Committee are available at
Lowry Front Desk.
'
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26-7802
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COLLEGIATE NEWS

Recession claims

Judge dismisses Harvard Law's
discriminatory practices

;Au.
STUueni JODS
Special to the Voice

Special to the Voice

While praising Harvard Law
School students' legal briefs as
"first-ratea judge dismissed their
suit alleging the law school has
failed to appoint enough minorities, women and homosexuals to
tenured positions.
Only current, potential or reject-- .
,"

ed employees- - not students- - can
bring suits for employment discrimination, Middlesex Superior
Court Judge Patrick Brady ruled
February 25.
In 1990, Derrick Bell, the
school's first tenured black professor, took an unpaid leave of absence to protest that there were no
tenured black women on the faculty.

The recession claimed more campus victims last week, as more
schools announced they were
cutting back student services.
The University of Arizona eliminated student jobs from the Student Union payroll in late February, and cut employee hours.
"These are tough times," said Union director Bob Ernstein. "There
are some difficult decisions being

.

Briefs

made."
In Iowa, Muscatine Community
, College will stall extending library
and computer lab hours until next

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

fall, when officials hope to have
more money to pay for them.
Northwest Missouri State University announced it would freeze
wages and minimize campus
scholarships to save money.
Point Park College in
Pittsburgh announced it will eliminate majors in its French, Spanish and math departments.

Parents refuse
optional condoms
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES

LONDON
PARIS
WASHINGTON
GRENOBLE

NIGER
OXFORD
PADUA

(617)

353-988-

remedies' and first-ai- d
items.
Carolina,
Her,
North
Durham,
.

:

company also offers to enclose
condoms in the kit if parents

London
Pan
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CotegWUntorifcy

Cypn
London
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Spr1ng 19

Recycling coordinator
intern needed
$600 month, benifits, rood
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and board

Applications due: May 15,
1991

For more information writd
the Director of the Physical
Plant, The College of Woost
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Outlaws

Student-Facult- y

Dating

Four months after settling a
case in which a faculty member
sexually harassed a student, Rice
University faculty members voted
March 19 to effectively prohibit
professors from dating students.
The guidelines ask students to
file sexual harassment complaints
formally, and warn professors that
dating students can get them in
trouble "even when both parties
appear to have consented."

On November 5, President

Record 13.9 Million
Students Enrolled

condoms."

Summarizing months of unof
ficial reports, the U.S. Depart
ment of Education's official head- count of American students found
that a record 13.9 million students
enrolled for college classes for the

ties, along with California State
and Eckerd
College, have received the kits.
"A couple of schools want to
provide kits to each new student,"
University-Fullerto- n

Silva said.

'

ficially reprimanded Ordovcr, ordering him lo seek counseling and
barring him from touching students, extending social invitations
to students and talking to female
students in his office with the door
closed after school hours.
Emory's failure to lake stronger

More than 200 Emory University law students, angry that a professor accused of kissing female
students without their consent was
only reprimanded, boycotted class
March 20 and demanded adminis- - measures against Ordovcr was
review the way they "totally unacceptable," law student
tralors
Jeff Straus told the demonstrators
punish professors.
President James T. Lancy agreed in a campus auditorium March 20.
On November 5, President
to form a committee to review faRupp "severely reprimandGeorge
decisions,
but
culty disciplinary
for "mistreating" a
professor
a
ed"
defended the school's treatment of
student, although
graduate
Profemale
13 students' allegations that
divulge any derefused
to
Rice
has
fessor Abraham Ordovcr had sexutails of the incident
ally harassed them.
committee of
A
three-profess- or

Rice University

"Most are ordering for their
daughters," Silva said, "and they
have trouble giving their daughters

Students protest
sexual harassment

8

es.

include the devices, notes Silva,
whose Practical Information Re- sourcssIqp QrpQratQd jrvarkcts the

So far, students at Yale, Duke,

;

Editors note: The following are reprinted from College Press Servic

George Rupp "severely reprimanded" a professor for "mistreating" a
female graduate student, although
Rice has refused lo divulge any details of the incident.

Dc Paul and Indiana State universi-

long-distan- ce

Summer Programs
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Surxiwf

Parents, it seems, are passing up
the chance to buy condoms for
their children away at college.
The majority of parents who
' havi fought aCbllcge-'Ai- a Health
Care Kit" for their kids have
passed up the opportunity to include "optional condoms," businesswoman Sam Silva admits.
Silva's kit, billed as a "cure for
parenting blues,"
the
includes a health care guide, a forehead thermometer, cold and allergy

::

won; :ki

'jkuu rj rioi?
below and mail it to
coupon
For program details compjete the
Bosion university
International Programs
232 Bay State Road
Boston, MA 02215
: !

want.
Oddly enough, the condoms have
not been big sellers.
Most parents have decided not to
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fall, 1990 term.
The number represents a college
population increase of 3.4 percent
over the fall, 1989 census.
In a written release, department
officials attributed the rise to in
creases in the numbers of people
over the age of 24 going to col
lege and lo better recruiting of 18- year-ol- d
4
students.
to-2-

Twenty Percent
Tuition Increase
Trustees of the
State University system
told students March IS their tuition next fall will rise a hefty 20
percent. Students at the nine- campus University of California
system already learned they will
suffer 40 percent tuition hikes.
Virginia's state legislature passed
a bill that will force public cam
puses in that state to raise tuition
next fall, loo, although adminis
trators have yet to announce how
high the increase will be.
19-camp-

us

Cal-forn- ia

SPORTS
Baseball team bursts into season with victories
KEVIN WAUGH
Voice Sports Editor

ning ways against Kenyon and
Blackburn, but lost 0 in a pitching duel with Aquinas. Though
Wooster lost, junior Gerry Sager-ma- n
and at one
hurled a
point in the game, retired 18
straight batters.
After that closely fought battle,
the Scots won the remaining four
games on their spring training
schedule by defeating Aquinas.
Susquehanna, Skidmorc, and William Patterson. To say the least,
the trip was a success. .
The team's excellent performance continued last weekend in
Cleveland when the Scots dropped
NCAC foe Case Western Reserve
10--0
and 12-- 0 in.a doublchcadcr.
scheduled
The other twin-bi- ll
against Case was canceled due to
rain.
1--

It's time to play ball and the
College of Woostcr baseball team
certainly knows how it is done.
Since the season began almost
three weeks ago. the defending
NCAC champions have compiled
a noteworthy 1 record.
During spring break, the Scots
traveled to the Sunshine State in
hopes of beginning their season
on the right foot and that they did.
The team opened the baseball
campaign with a 17-- 0 smothering
of Fairmont Stale. Senior Chris
Bell, who won the conference batting title last season, connected for
two grand slam home runs in the
game.
The Scots continued their win
9--

two-hitt- er

Head Coach Tim Pettorinj is
pleased with how the Scots have
performed and emphasizes the
team's pitching as being the main
factor for Wooster's early success.
"The guys have thrown a lot of
strikes and they're getting ahead of
the batters." he said. "We've had
some really strong pitching."
Senior Jason Weincr is 0 with
4--

Bell is (he Triple Crown winner
so far. He leads the. team in batting (.412) and runs batted in (20)
and is lied with senior Matt Shcr-rie- b
for the lead in home runs having hit two grand slams. Junior
Matt Burdette is baiting J82.
Shcrricb, along with the two dingers, is batting .357 and senior
r.
Tom Flynn has also hit a
.

four-bagge-

one shutout, senior southpaw
Mark Bricker is 0 with one save
and a 1.93 earned run average and
junior reliever Jay Terry has two
saves.
Pcttorini is also impressed wiih
the club's hitting even though he
wants to sec more consistency develop.
"The hilling's been more timely
than outstanding, but they've been
looking good," he said.
2--

Defensively, the Scots are on
target having only committed ten
errors and compiling a .966 fielding percentage.
"If we could keep that kind of
performance up, we would lead the
nation in fielding." said Pcttorini,
"and of course good pitching has a
lot to do with strong fielding."

Pcttorini said the only problems
the Scots face arc a lack of speed

and the overabundance of talent on
the team, ?We have more good
players than we've ever had and
trying to pick out who's hot and
who's not can be a problem," he
said, "but it's a problem I don't
mind having."
Wooster's home opener is today
against NCAC rival Ohio Wcslcy-aThe Bishops will be a challenge, according to Pcttorini.
"I'd say we're the two strongest
teams in the conference," he said.
"They have a lot of returning
players and they have some really
good pitchers."
There is a 1 p.m. doublcheader
both today and tomorrow against
the Bishops on Art Murray Field
and on Wednesday the Scots play a
home game against Capital at 3
n.

p.m.

Golf team opens season with three tourneys
ill

DAVE MOTTICE
Voice Sports Writer

The men's golf team opened
their 1991 season over spring
break. They competed in three
tournaments which included the
Carson Newman Invitational at
Aiken. South Carolina, the Elon
College Invitational at Burlington,
North Carolina and the Naval
Academy Tournament in Annapolis, Maryland.

The team finished ninth in both
the Carson Newman and Elon
Tournaments out of IS and 18
teams respectively. The competition came from many lough south-cteams that were either Division
II or NAIA schools. Leading the
way for the Scots in the Carson
Newman Tournament was Dave
total of
Mottice with a two-da- y
m

155

(78-77-

).

Damn Schubert, a transfer from
Akron, chipped in with a 159 total

1991 Summer Session
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Mot lice also lead the team
).
at Elon with a total of 157
He was followed closely by
Randy Pitts, Damn Schubert and
Jeff Stupp with totals of 159, 160
and Irrespectively
The Scots then braved the weather at the Naval Academy during a
thirty-si- x
one-da- y
hole tournament
finishing sixteenth out of twenty-si- x
teams. Randy Pitts led the way
with a 155 total which consisted
of a spectacular second round score
(79-80- ).
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The learn struggled somewhat
during these early tournaments but
Coach Bob Nye expects good
things from the group this year.
The Scots who are ranked fifteenth
poll
in the Division III
hope to compete at nationals this
year in Lincoln. Nebraska. Their
first goal though is to win the
NCAC tournament. This will not
be an easy task since the NCAC
pre-scas- on

has three other teams among the
top ten in the nation.
Ohio Wesleyan is ranked second
followed by Allegheny and Wittenberg ranked seventh and eighth.
The Scots team consists of juniors Dave Mottice, Scott Miksch,
Tim Powers, Aeron Lucas, Steve
Remley and Paul Wagstaff, sophomores Randy Pitts and Damn
Jeff
Schubert as well as
Stupp and Don Miksch.
first-yea- rs

Reading and Writing Center Intern Needed

Case Western Reserve University
This summer you can move ahead in engineering, the
humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, and management. Take advantage of special summer session tuition
rate of J 267 per credit hour. ,
Summer session extends from June 4 through July 31
and includes special sessions for prcmedlcal students:
Intensive semesters cover two semesters of work in
general chemistry-- organic chemistry, physics, and labs.
June 4 to July 3 and July 8 to August 9.
For a copy of the Summer Session Roster and
application materials, please contact:
University Registrar
223 Pardee Hall
Case Western Reserve University
inOfYl FnHiH Awmi
Cleveland, Ohio 44

I

A

full time position for

1991-9- 2

Duties and responsibilities: Tutor students in writing; assist the Director
and Associate Director with regular peer tutor training; assist with the adminisSemitration of the writing proficency placement program; assist with
upon
faculty
request;
edit the
nar TA training; conduct writing workshops
Forum Journal and the Center newsletter; maintain Center records.
First-Ye-

ar

First-Ye-

ar

Requirements: Applicants must expect to redeve the B.A. degree in May
1991 from the College of Wooster; tutoring andor experience teaching writing
is essential; Word processing knowledge also required; editing experience de-

sirable.
To learn more about this position, contact Nancy Grace, Reading and

Writing Center Director, (ext. 2357) To apply, send letter of intent and resume to
Nancy Grace by April 5.

Swimming Nationals extremely fast
JEN POPE
Voice Assistant Sports Editor

American status.' All five of the
eri can statrelays obtained All-Aus. The women broke three
school records. The team placed
sixteenth overall.
Coach Keith Beckett was pleased
with how the women swam.
Though he did say he had wished
that more of the women had been
because
able to place higher,
the meet was so much faster this
year times that would have normally scored in the top six this
year only scored in the top 16.
Again as in the years past Kenyon
won the meet with ease.
m

The national swim team traveled
to Atlanta, Georgia in order to
compete in the Division III National Championships. The women left Tuesday March 12 for the
The meet started that
meet.
Thursday with approximately 120
teams in attendance. The meet
was substantially faster and deeper
than in years past.
Wooster took twelve women
to the meet this year. Eleven of
these twelve women obtained Ail- -

There were many excellent
Katy
swims during the meet.
Schnell placed fifteenth in the 100
yard backstroke with the time of
1:01.74 and set a new school
record. Other school records were
set in the 200 yard medley relay
team of Schnell, Sara Shumar,
Kathy Behringer and Wendy Free-buwith the time of 1:51.53 and
the 400 yard Medley relay team of
Schnell, Shumar, Tammy Behringer and Freeburn with the time
of 4:0532.. Shumar swam well
in the 100 yard breaststroke with
the time of 1:08.79.

:

Tom Hungerford was the sole
representative of the men's swim
team at the Nationals meet which
was held the week after the women's meet He obtained an
standing with a time of
16:08.42. Hungerford finished
seventh overall but only missed

m

.

The final highlight of the meet
was the 400 freestyle relay team of
K. Behringer, T. Behringer, Shel-li- e
Green, Freeburn had to beat
three teams that were seeded ahead
of them in order to take sixteenth
place and they did.

Ail-Americ-

an

fourth place by .9 seconds. Beckett said that Hungerford was simply in the wrong heat.
The men who placed fourth
through sixth place swam in the
heat after Hungerford and if he had
been able to swim against them he
may have finished higher.
Beckett was pleased with the
performances of all the swimmers
at the meets. Only two of the national swimmers will be graduating this year. The team will be
ready for another strong performance next year.

Men s tennis fares well during spring trip
After a 2 advantage in singles,
the Scots needed only a win in
doubles to secure the match. That
win came easily from the newly
synthesized team of first-yeaJames Weaver and Warren
The 1 doubles team of
juniors Anthony Fernandez and
Dan Rosen baum showed their douvictory that
bles prowess in a
gave the Scots a 3 win over Se4--

STAN SMITH

.

Voice Sports Writer

The most improved tennis
player at the College of Wooster

rs

Cham-A-Koo-

n.

As the new
is Nick Cowell.
men's
Wooster's
the
members of
previous
their
on
tennis team built
talents, Cowell developed some of
his own. Before leaving for the
southern trip, the women's soccer wanee,
coach' turned tennis :gura was a 50Thc following .day the; Scots
virtual nobody.' He was unable to . were to be. tested in their morning
win little more than a point off match, against Belmont College:
and junior Eric Hicks rightany one of his players.
wrongs from Sewanee and
their
ed
later
days
That changed. Twelve
a tight match.
won
verge
each
Cowell found himself on the
flair and touch that
the
of an historic upset. The day of showed
found more bets made him Montana's state champ
k
as he clawed over Belmont's 4
being laid down for Cowell-ColgaThe scene was set. With singles player in three sets. Hicks
showed his much improved serve
the team looking on, Cowell, using his new strokes and a flurry of was to be his new. weapon by servmental tactics, began to break ing two aces and a service winner
to close out his match
Colgan down.
The unifying force against Belwho
Soon it was the senior
was Weaver. While brewing
mont
Cowcould barely win a point as
own win. Weaver managed
four-alhis
up
l.
ell brought the set to
Rosenbaum,
on
cheer
Sadly the Cinderella story was to
first-yeand Hicks
Gindcle
Jason
never completed as play had to be
with boisterous shouts of "Pump
suspended and never was resumed.
The improvements of Cowell it up. Warren," "Focus, Dan,
were representative of the whole you're in it," and others.. He also
team. Two weeks in the South introduced his other form of verbal
brought the Scots to a higher level cohesion his grunt. The roar that
ot tennis. Everyone was better Weaver let out upon connecting
which was a pleasure for head his first service became music to
all cars.
coach Haydcn Schilling.
Together with the encourageThe progress began in Tennessee. Sewanee (University of the ment, it reminded everyone of
South) was the opening opponent. Weaver's desire to win and that de
3-s-

ct

6--

opponent screamed
"VAMOS!!" and produced a
after each winner he hit.
The Spanish exaltations seemed
not to unnerve Rosenbaum who
played superbly to go up a break
in the final set.
The match became even at three
all. A default from Belmont gave
the Scots a 3 advantage. Junior
fist-pu-

mp

4--

.

Bill Hoover and Gindcle provided a
win that built Hoover's
confidence in his serve and gave

:

three-s- et

C-A- -K

the Scots a 3 overall victory affinished off
ter Weaver and
their opponents.
a
With a rearranged line-udewas
weak Thomas More squad
The scores were of the
feated
Junior
bagel variety lots of
Todd Kleinman and Colgan each
rolled their way to snowman wins,
topping their opponents
A road trip to Emory gave the
team a taste of humble pie. The
Eagles dropped
nationally top-fito
only one set Wooster (to Weavwas piter) and won
ted against a player he should have
been playing with Adam Brewer.
reBrewer's triumph over
minded everyone of the tremendous asset Wooster lost when
Brewer made the move to join the
Eagles. The loss in Atlanta lifted
the cloud cover and revealed the
mountain the Scots would have to
climb to be competitive with an
Emory.
6--

C-A- -K

C-A- -K

p,

Tyson-Ruddoc-

n.

9--

0.

6-0-

7-- 5.

's.

6-- 0,

ve

C-A-- K,

9--

ar

.

The ascent to the mountain-to- p
started a few hundred miles from
the site of the first defeat: In Savannah, the best practice of the
year proved to be the first foothold
to serious improvement.

sire spread to everyone. Rosenbaum was engaged in a third set
that heated up as his Spanish-speakin- g

0.

C-A- -K

C-A-- K

6--

0.

Across the bridge to Hilton Head

.

Island, the team would find itself
for the next ten days. With three
days of practice, the Scots were
ready for their match with Moore -head State. The match was won
comfortably
Franklin and Marshall was the
next match for the Scots. F & M
With his parents
went down
7-- 2.

8-- 1.

up from Florida, Fernandez started

to come into top form, winning
easily at 1 singles. The team
also defeated Ripon.

But before Ripon, Millcrsvillc
had to be dealt with. Fernandez
continued to improve and his win
--

against Millcrsvillc brought up
his confidence for Ripon.
in his new role at 2 singles, won
easily. At 3, Rosenbaum struggled slightly until he went back to
C-A-- K,

his

scrve-and-voll-

game and then

ey

dominated his opponent. At 4,
Weaver came back from 5 down
in the second set by playing
smart, aggressive tennis and won
the match in straight sets. At 5,
Hicks got the day's only snow2--

man, winning
The most interesting match was
certainly Hoover's. Playing with
sore ribs caused from an injury
during practice. Hoover faced an
opponent that was a cross between
the lead singer from Journey and
6-- 0,

6--

0.

Andre Agassi. Hoover struggled a
bit with the
but
First-yeprevailed in three.
Mike O'Rcgan played second dubs
with Hicks. Together they pulled
li
the cord on
tennis
Rock-n-RoIl- cr

ar

Rock-n-Ro-

and his partner.

The conditions for the Ripon
match were nearly ideal. They
helped Fernandez lift his game as
he played near flawless tennis and
pulled out a big win at 1 singles.
Rosenbaum also picked up his
game' and won in two at 3.
Weaver needed only a few. grunts
and some excellent volleys to dismiss his opponent in two. For
Hicks, and Gindcle, the day
was not so rosy. A 3 split in
singles set the stage for doubles.
C-A-- K,

3--

Because of Millersville, 1 and 2
dubs were completely scrambled.
That meant Fernandez and Weaver at 1 and Rosenbaum and
C-A-- K

at 2. Hicks, with good ribs,
substituted for Hoover and played
3 dubs with Gindele. Gindele- Hicks surprised just about everyone and avenged their singles losses by mounting an impressive
win.

Despite the attempts of Weaver
and Fernandez to pull out the third
set the team fell short and left the
match's outcome on the shoulders

of
and Rosenbaum. The
quickness of Roscnbaum's hands
and
feet never left them
After a key break,
a
of
point.
out
Rosenbaum served out the match
C-A--

K

C-A-- K's

see

Tennis:

c
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Women's softball to begin season soon
(he wants to get across."

KIM WALTER
Voice Spom Writer

The women's softball club opens
up ihcir season April 6 al 1 p.m. in
Galpin Park. Their first opponent
will be Dcnison. The Lady Scots'
schedule will consist of ten games
with the possibility of an additional four.
Coach Ric Martinez has a positive outlook about this year's
team's chances of s'uecess. "I'm
very impressed with the attitude of
this year's team." he said. "They
work hard at improving skills and
arc very willing to try things that

The Lady Scots have almost an
entirely new outfield this season.
Tamika Liddcll.onc of the few returning outfielders, is joined by
Lisa Hall, Shannon Majors, Lisa
Jcnka, Bridgctl Mann and Tammy
Brooks, Cathy Schellhammcr and
Nombulclo Dumczwcni, among
others.
The jnficld is covered by rctum-- "
inn players Traccy Howcrton, Jen
Clement, Kim Walter, Slaccy
Root and Deb Gardner as well as
new players Jen Rauch and Kris-te- n
Planny.
The Scots fielding is fundamen

tally sound, according to Martinez, but pitching is still a ques- lionablc aspect of the team because
the new members have yet to be
"put to the lest." Three new pitchers Alex Locflcr, Cathy Schell- hammer and Tiffany Lerch will
join junior Helen Wood, the only
reluming pitcher from last year.
According to Wood, who has
been part of the sofiball program
for three years, things have drastically improved. Her first year the
team was very informal. She said,
g
"It was just a bunch of people
together, there was no coach
and there were no scheduled
get-lin-

Women's lacrosse opens
season with high hopes
JASON CINDELE

seniors, provide both leadership

conference play.

Voice Sports Writer

and experience.

The Lady Scots prepared for the
season by traveling to Orlando for
one week during spring break. In
the Florida heat they endured long

The College of Wooster women's lacrosse team begins their season with high expectations fueled
by enthusiasm and confidence.

All-Midw-

est

reccJvifigTJOst-scasflairornmpracljc-

Head coach Brenda Mccsc guides a
squad that finished 9 last season.
5--

That record can be deceiving
considering that the majority of
their losses came by a mere goal.
"A couple of key goals" says
Mccse. "could have turned that
record around."
The Lady Scots have been building and improving steadily over

me pasi icw years, uniy two
players from last year's starting
lineup, both off campus for the semester, will not be back on the
field, while the rest of the lineup
remains intact. Senior captains
Minna Jinn and Jen Morse both
received NCAC honors last season.
Jinn was a first team conference
selection, while Morse gained
honorable mention. Both captains, along with a strong core of

Junior Jen Mabie traveled nationally after being named to the
first team last April,
while also
NCAC honors, and looks to be a
solid contributor to the squad.
Also returning to the starting
lineup are senior Maria Thcophi-li- s.
juniors Laura Bagley. Maria
Lange and Mickey Sullivan,
along with sophomores Tammy
Barnes, Leslie Bclgrad, Lauren
Dujmusic, Eileen Finncrty and
Lisa Vadasz.
recruits
A handful of first-yepositions,
for
will also compete
including goalies Luci Day and
Bryn Mifflin, who will tend the
net throughout the season.
Coach Mccsc feels that the team
has the potential to compete with
any opponents. They had the
skills last year, .but they lacked
confidence," said Meese. The
players are very enthusiastic about
the season, and feel they have a
great chance to make their mark in
ar

j
'

noon scrimmages against such
perennial winners as Tufts,
Western Kentucky and
Williams.
The week of hard work not only
improved their play and prepared
them for the season, but it also
brought about a team community.
"This is a team, not a group of
individuals," stresses Mccse, who
feels that the team chemistry is
excellent, and that it will undoubtedly make them better on the
Wes-Ieya- n,

field.

The team's first test was originally scheduled to be at Wittenberg this past Wednesday, but that
game's cancellation pushes the
season opener to Saturday. March
30. at 1 1.00 a.m. against Kenyon.
The Lady Scots hope a strong
victory will start them off in the
right direction this year.
--

Want to work for the Wooster Voice?
You can write, do layout, sell or design ads,

or help with circulation.

It's a lot of fun and a good resum6 stufferl
Call ext. 2598 or drop a note in campus mail at

C-31- 87

,

'

of some equipment and transporta-

for competition

tion costs. Varsity status would
give the women's sofiball club
more stability.
But there are some fears that the
addition of new pressures and new
expectations might take away
from the fun club sport atmosphere. "We have great leadership
and everything and we have a lot
pitcher Tifof fun," said first-yefany Lerch, "but I wish that the
school would take a more serious
look at us because we have a lot
of talent and there is a lot to work
with."

with other

schools. ' But Martinez maintains,
"Most important is to have a lot
of fun, that's what club sports are
all about."
There arc mixed feelings on the
team about the possibility of going varsity in the near future.
Presently, funding from different
groups on campus such as SGA
and the Women's Athletic Association have allowed for the purchase

ar

Tennis: Scots could

have been ranked
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13
at 4 behind keen poaching from
The result was a
4
Wooster win.
A match with eleventh-ranke- d
Amherst followed on.jthe next
nobrt. :Ioublcs agaropteved
strong. Hicks and Gindele gave
lead. Fernandez
the Scots a
and Weaver pulled a tremendous
upset at 1 dubs, defeating Amduo.
herst's nationally-ranke- d
Weaver chipped returns wonderfully while Fernandez brushed over
and Rosenbaum were
his.
pull
out their third set
able
to
not
was 1 after
score
and the overall
doubles.
Fernandez was pitted against the
4 player in the nation at 1 singles. Fernandez stayed close
throughout the first set. But national experience prevailed and
Amherst picked up one of its five
singles wins. At 2,
showed how much he had improved by dazzling the crowd and
his opponent with his variety of
and fluid movement.
played about as
Hicks
5,
At
he
could but his effort fell
well as
short and he lost in three. Gindele
5--

ajidtougTT aitar- -

es

--

games."
Last year was a Scot rebuilding
year. ' It was the first time that
there was any coaching or real
structure, as well as the first time

too-clo- se

C-A-- K.

5--

1-

-0

C-A-- K

2--

C-A-- K

shot-maki-

ng

72

suffered a similar fate at 6. Gindele showed flashes that his coach
described as "first singles quality
but in the third set, the experience
of his opponent (preseason ranked
in the 20s) prevailed and Gindele
ftouldrr'-ijiolda- .
The loss discouraged no one too many people
had played too well -- and the team
looked forward to meeting 12th
ranked Washington and Lee, but
the match was canceled due to
rain.
It was unfortunate the team was
unable to face W & L. Confident
they would win having seen a W
Scots could have
& L match--th- e
taken over the 12 ranking. The
ranking would have put the team
in a great position for nationals.
The climb toward nationals will
now have to take a more indirect
route. No doubt it is the team's
goal to find themselves in that
elite group of twelve. If improvement can continue in the ensuing
weeks as they have in the past
two, there is no reason to believe
they won't find themselves there.
The ability has been displayed
now it's just a question of desire.

--

Academic Computing Services announces three interchip positions for the 1991-9- 2 academic year.
An information session will be held at 7 p.m., April 1,
1991 in Taylor 301. Applications will be handed out and the

present interns will be available to answer any questions. All
interested individuals are encouraged to attend.
Beginning April 1, applications can also be picked up from
Taylor 203. The application deadline is April 8, 1991.

Newman Catholic Student Association will be sponsoring its second annual Easter
Sunday Sparkling Water Brunch at 11:30 a.m. in Compton basement. Sunday's menu
will include french toast, scrambled eggs, bacon, sausage, sweet rolls, orange juice,
coffee, and sparkling water. Please R.S.V.P. to Tom Turriff by tomorrow at extension
3866 or box
In addition, please join us at 9:30 a.m. for 10:00 mass down at.StJ
Mary's. We will be leaving from Lowry circle.
C-29-
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Election Voting
for President and
Treasurer positions
Wednesday, April 3
7
p.m.
in Lowry and Kittredge
Student College ID
necessary for voting.
5--

Candidates
President:

'

1.

Amy Dana

2,

Robb DeGraw
Tim Powers

3.

s

Treasurer:

ilT

SuraJ Dudhuria

1.

Julianne Prexta

2.

3. Rachael Tansey

Make a
Refer to page

difference-Vote1

!

for more details
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student
get the AIET Calling Card and your first call is free.
Tf vtoitp

an

l neres no Deuer urne to speaK your mina Because
new when you get your free AHkT Calling Card, youll
call free?
get your first
WtthyouiAidU uuungutra,
you can call from almost anywhere
to anywhere. And you can keep
your card, even if you mew and
get a new phone number
13-minu-

Orfy 10 pssfSara zvaHabls.

nff-ramn- us
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Our Callinc Card is cart of the AI&T Student Saver
lus program, a whole package of produas arai services
designed to make a students buo
go farmer, So look fix AI&TCalling Canapplications on
5,
Ext. 655.
campus Or call us at 1 800
And let freedom ring.
525-795-

AW. Helping make college life a little easier.

1-03-0-

Ext. 20

30472

Want to be a
T.A.??
Informational Meeting for
students interested in T.A.
positions with First Year
Seminar: 4 p.m., Tuesday,
April 2, Lowry 119.
Please contact Linda
Bro-mun- d,

cal Applies 10 customer dialed calk made during the
calling period, Upm 8am, Sunday through Thursday and Upm Friday through
may fecewe more of less calling time depending on where and when you calL

A 1300 value far a coast

Aiar

Nttfeicnd
Tfou

5pm Sunday

to-coa-

st

Calling Card

F" J The right choice.

ext. 2467, Library,
Level II, if you are interested but unable to attend the
meeting.
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Crossword Puzzle
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AJgonqman
Indian
4 Rant
9 Spread lor
drying
1

13 Tm Jty
14 Guldo'a second

not
15 Roman bronze
16 Vaatage
17 Trie

ISSubiectof
20
21
23
24
28

diacourae
Aafaraa

43 Road: abbr.
44 Hebrew tartar
45 Maagar
47 Cupola
50 Propnat
51 Conjunction
54 Poem
55 Wherewithal
54 Electrified

parUda

57 Snip channel
54 Having duN
ftniah
59 Golf mound
DOWN

airman

Myaetf

Trouble
Paw
Unit of

Siameee
currancy
30Cnokee

32 Platform
34 Scotliahfor
35
34
39
40
41

"John"
Jump
Stonee
Tiny

Dark rad
Hearth raaort

2
3
4
5

Vanaration
Expenee
Hurrtaa
Advanoamant

ePatti
pronoun
8 Symbol tor
tellurium
9 Kind of croaa
10 Brrtar vetch

Friday. March 29
HAPPY HOUR: The Underground,
VIDEO: God's Must Be Crazy, The Underground, 7:30pm.
SPOTLIGHT SHOWCASE: Bill Miller, Mom's Truckstop, 8pm.
BOWLING: Red Pin Special, LC Scot Lanes, 1 1pm.
Saturday. March 3Q
3
MOVIE: Arachnophobia, Mateer, 7:30 &10pm (Get a free spider ring and temfy your
friends!)
Sunday. March 31
CLASSIC FILM: Sorry, none this week!
Wednesday. April 3
It's GROSS OUT NIGHT!
VIDEOS: The Fly, 8pm & Dead Ringers, 10pm, The Underground.
9--
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ACROSS

Welcome Back! SAB hopes that you had a terrific break and that you are ready to partyate
in all of the exciting events SAB has planned!
4-7p- m.
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11 Rtvar In

Scotland

17 Harah
19 Exclamation

20 Maaeure

01

21
22
24
25
26

Title of reaped
Babylonian haro
Growing whitish
Farm implement
Suftarar from
Hanaen a

27
29
31
33
37
38
42

Ancient chariot
Row

47
48
49
50
52
53
55

Cantna
Room in haram

Rodant

Range of view
Female deer
Thinly

Article

scattered

45Chair
46 Taunt

Encountarad
Ocaan
Garden tool

Individual
Millimeter, abbr.

